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Abstract: Recently, the technology of floating photovoltaic panels has demonstrated several advantages over land installations,
including faster deployment, less maintenance cost, and higher efficiency. Jayakwadi Dam is the second largest Earthen Dam in
India with a surface area of 350 square km. Evaporation of water causes loss of very precious and scarce resources: freshwater.
Fortunately, the lake is also located in a very rich area in solar energy. This paper presents a study to utilize Jayakwadi Dam
surface for massive production of solar energy, while significantly reducing the loss of water by evaporation from the lake
surface. The project has the potential to be one of the largest producers of low-cost clean electric energy in India. The study
shows that the first phase of the project is expected todeliver about 86.12 MW/Day of electricity and save about 5.5 TMC per year
of freshwater. The subsequent phases will provide low- cost green energy to replace the combustible fuels in Europe by 2045,
while saving up to 10-12 billion m3 of freshwater lost by evaporation from Jayakwadi Dam.
Keywords: Renewable energy, Evaporation Rate, solar power plants, floating Solar System, Case Study, Land Accusation.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Photovoltaic solar panels absorb sunlight as a source of energy to generate electricity. A photovoltaic module is a packaged, connect
assembly of typically 5x4 photovoltaic solar cells.
Photovoltaic modules constitute the photovoltaic array of a photovoltaic systemthat generates and supplies solar electricity in
commercial and residential applications. Each module is rated by its DC output power under standard test conditions, and typically
ranges from 100 to 365 Watts A single solar module can produce only a limited amount of power; most installations contain
multiple modules.
A photovoltaic system typically includes an array of photovoltaic modules, an inverter, a battery pack for storage, interconnection
wiring, and optionally a solar tracking mechanism.
The price of solar power has continued to fall so that in many countries it is cheaper than ordinary fossil fuel electricity from the
grid.
The area wise survey of the surface area of water is done and from this data the number of the floating solar panel is calculated.
Some open space is left vacant for the purpose of fisheries and outlet of water near the spillway and the wall of dam. As the panels
are floating so they acquire less area and they change their direction as per wind directions and other factors.
As the water from the dam gets evaporated continuously, the rate of evaporation can be reduced by using floating solar panels. So,
the amount of water that can be used by the people is increased. The shortage of electricity due to scarcity of non-renewable sources
like coalfor thermal power plant gets reduced.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)

II.
OBJECTIVES
The main aim of project is to control the evaporation of water and to generate electricity by using floating solar panel.
The electricity generated by this solar panels can be used by the people for their day-to-day household activities and
commercial activities.
The electricity generated by this solar panels can be used by the people for their day-to-day household activities and
commercial activities.
The formation of algae and vegetation gets reduced.
The probable problems of Land Accusation do not occur.
Problems of overheating does not occur due to in continuous contact with water surface.
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III.
METHDOLOGY
A. Solar Panels
The power generating capacity is major concern while selecting the panels. The panels are classified as poly, mono, thin film or
hybrid panels. The panel efficiency gives the space occupied by solar panel for amount of power generation. Most crystalline
modules will perform in a very similar, and will take up roughly the same space. Hybrid panels will generate a larger power from a
smaller area. However, they are too expensive compared to crystalline panels thin film modules are very well suited to dull, diffuse
conditions. They take up a lot more area than other types, but durability is very less. The cost of solar panels also depends on
location of manufacturing and transportation charges.
Types of Solar Panels
1) Mono crystalline Solar Panel
2) Poly crystalline Solar Panel
3) Hybrid Solar Panel

a) Mono crystalline panels: Mono Crystalline Panels: The solar cells in monocrystalline panels are slices cut from pure drawn
crystalline silicon bars. The entire cell is aligned in one direction, which means that when the sun is shining brightly on them
at the correct angle, they are extremely efficient. So, these panels work when the sun is shining directly on them. They have a
uniform black color because they are absorbing most of the light. There are unused spaces in the solar module.
b) Polycrystalline Panels: Polycrystalline panels are made up from the silicon off cuts, molded to form blocks and create a cell
made up of several bits of pure crystal. The individual crystals are not perfectly aligned together and so there are losses at the
joints between them, which make them inefficient. However, this misalignment can help in some circumstances, because the
cells work better from light at all angles, even in low light also. The panels are little bluer as they reflect some of the light.
Since they are cut into rectangular blocks, there is very little wasted space on the panel. These panels have more uniform
appearance with their rectangular shape.
c) Hybrid Panels: The Hybrid module has a thin layer of amorphous solar film behind the monocrystalline cells. The extra
amorphous layer extracts even more energy from the available sunlight, particularly in low light conditions. These are the
most efficient panels available, so they occupy the least space for roof and floating panels.
B. Working
In our project the aim is to utilizes the space available over a lake, for that we use floating solar panel with battery and charge
converter.
A polycrystalline Solar panel of 12V/40 Watts is used, which gives 21v at open circuit in full radiation of sun. In our project 12V
lithium-ion battery is used, which can be charged maximum at 14.2V. As the output of solar panel is greater than 14.2V, hence a
regulation circuit that is charge converter is used, which keeps the output charging voltage constant at 14.2V. A 12V/7Watt LED
lamp is connected parallelly with battery.
C. Result
LED lamp consumes 0.84 Amp continues current, hence A 12V/3000mAH lithium-ion battery will give continuously backup for 34 hours at night.
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IV.
LITERATURE REVIEW
1) Paritosh Sharma (2015) studied design parameters of 10kw floating solar power plant.
a) Panels are naturally cooled as the air just above the water bodies has high content of moisture and hence it automatically solves)
the issue of heating losses that occur during its operation.
b) Reduce evaporation by up to 70%..
c) Cement structure like boilers and chimneys that are used in power plant like thermal have no scope in such a plant. Therefor
such plants are compressively more eco-friendly.
d) It can also improve water quality. As water bodies are exposed to the sun, photosynthesis promotes growth of organic matter,
including algae. By shading the water, algae growth is reduced, minimizing the associated treatment and labor costs. Moreover,
the concept of more generation due to cooling of the panel surface can be experimented in due course as the investment is
nearly 1.2 times the conventional land solar plants.
2)

N. Krishnaveni, P. Anbarasu& D. Vigneshkumar (2016) studied a survey on floating solar power system The characteristics
of these structures should be:
a) The material used for structure should be completely non-toxic, resistant to salt water and alkalis acids, UV rays resistant
and completely recyclable.
b) The structures should be able to withstand temperatures from -60°C to 80°C. (c)Long life time that is 30 years
withstand capability under water.
With the advancement in solar photovoltaic system, the floating solar power plant plays a vital role. The advantage of the floating
system is reduction of evaporation, thus helping preserve water levels during extreme summer. When panels are installed on
floating platform, the heating problem of solar panel on land is solved to a great extent. This floating technology is long- lasting,
cost effective, flexible and less time for installation. The advantages and technical details of floating solar power plant are
presented in this paper. With this advancement, country like India can meet its power demand in future.
V.

CONCLUSION

A. Reduce evaporation by up to 70%.
B. From the above mention the research work of different people and are experimental work we conclude that by using floating
solar panel on dam water the rate of evaporation can be reduce some extend and also electricity production can be done.
C. Cement structures like boilers and chimneys that are used in power plants like thermal have no scope in such a plant. Also,
electro-mechanical machines like generators are not required which reduce the amount of steel structures in the plant.
Therefore, such plants are comparatively more eco-friendly.
D. It can also improve water quality. As water bodies are exposed to the sun, photosynthesis promotes growth of organic matter,
including algae. By shading the water, algae growth is reduced, minimizing the associated treatment and labor costs Moreover
the concept of more generation due to cooling of the panel surface can be experimented in due course as the investment is
nearly 1.2 times the conventional land solar plants
E. A cost effective floating solar power generation system of module capacity is designed and developed, using the materials
that are readily available in rural areas. This model can be harnessed at optimum level to boost rural economy.
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